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THE ELUSIVE IDEAL: CIVIC LEARNING:;; 
AND HIGHER EDUCATION ~~ 
t*\ I 
"*"**" j)J 
M.W.W H•"ley mu1 EliZ<b"h L HoY,,;,, '1 
T HROUGHOUT AMERICAN 
HISTORY, COLLEGES AND~;~ 
unive~sities have espoused vari?us co~ceptions _of civic respon~ibili~:[~ 
adaptmg them to meet the contmgenCles of the tunes. The colomal col·:+t@ 
leges of the 1700s trained the children of the elite in order to perpetuate the reli,:l~~ 
gious and civic leadership of their communities. Over the next two centuries, a5;[({~ 
higher education expanded from a select group of private academies into a broach'~~ 
national system, other notions concerning the purpose of the university began tO:}~l 
vie for dominance. Nevertheless, a higher purpose for higher learning-to fost~~,:;;1~ 
citizenship and to serve a democratic society-has remained an enduring, if con.:::.i::;fki ' ,,,~ 
tested, ideal. \ i;Wl 
Today there is in place a multiplicity of efforts aimed at promoting civi~--;~:M 
engagement at colleges and universities. Since the 1970s these activities hav~·/f~ 
evolved from individual acts of student volunteerism to comprehensive institu~!!l1~ 
tional efforts. Many colleges and universities now embrace the notion that theY}:[~ 
have a responsibility as "institutional citizens" within their communities ·and&\~ 
have cultivated sophisticated, sustained, and reciprocal community partnerships-;-:~[~~ ,.,.a 
Some have attempted to embed service into the curriculum and to encourage72~ 
scholarly work that addresses local concerns. _- .. -,:~~~~ 
Although these efforts have become more prevalent, they are not universallt:;~'l 
accepted or supported. The very structure and culture of the system of highe'r~~t 
education are often at cross-purposes with civic engagement. Nonetheless,_~4~t~ 
movement toward greater campus engagement continues to gather moment~~~ 
on campuses across the country. \?}r;m 
In this essay we examine how the democratic purposes of colleges and uniif~~ 
versities have been expressed historically and are being pursued in the twenty::!it% 
•-\-oH\ 
first century on numerous campuses, despite powerful forces acting against sucn~~ 
efforts. First we offer a historical perspective on the evolving conception- o~?~ 
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W/high<or education's civic purposes. We next examine how the organizational 
i'r'qualities of colleges and universities tend to push civic education to the margins. 
~iF'imilly, we describe the ways in which many institutions have begun to actively 
PF'eno:;toce in meaningful civic work. We contend that these institutions are partici-
i}•patirtg in the reinvention of American higher education and are continuing the 
(i:rlolll>-contesteddialogue about what it means to educate in a democracy. 
Changing Conceptions of Democratic Education: A Briif History 
earliest colonial colleges trained the sons of wealthy patrons of a particular 
Yale was conceived as an institution "wherein youth may be instructed in 
arts and sciences, who through the blessing of Almighty God, may be fitted 
public employment, both in Church and civil State." Rutgers University 
Queen's College) was created "for the education of youth in the learned 
~fJan!~aget:, libet:al and useful arts and sciences, and especially in divinity, preparing 
''"" "" the ministry and other good offices" (Brubacher, p. 8). 
This rather elitist rationale was mirrored in the constrained reach of these 
nst1tutions. Historians estimate that no more than one in a thousand students 
,att•encled college before the American Revolution. In The American College and 
[.Jmivet'Sit:v: A History, the educational historian Frederick Rudolph wryly 
Jbs•erves that "[Although] some middle- and lower-class families sent their sons 
:the colonial colleges ... it should not be forgotten that the overwhehning 
naioritv of their sons stayed home, farmed, went West, or became--without the 
of a college education-Benjamin Franklin or Patrick Henry" (p. 22). 
The purpose of higher education began to shift in the aftermath of the 
Re•<oltitic•nas it became explicitly linked to the fortunes of the fledgling democ-
No longer was higher education the sole purview of the rich. In the two 
following the Revolution, nineteen colleges were chartered, tripling the 
of institutions of higher learning. At the same time, the idea of a civic 
iurpose l<Jr higher education began to grow. As Rudolph notes, "A comminnent 
republic became a guiding obligation of the American college" (p. 61). 
Religious movements also played an important role in shaping the civic 
iU!J>os•es of colleges. The Second Great Awakening, a religious revival that 
the country in the early nineteenth century, spurred the founding of 
small denominational colleges. Although these institutions educated only 
r:fu>eti.on of the population, in their founding, higher. education took its first 
steps toward democratization. Expressing the populist ideals champi-
by President Andrew Jackson, these institutions saw themselves as serv-
the democracy by providing higher education to a wide range of students, 
:1pecially the poor. In 1847 the Reverend John Todd, in an appeal to philan-
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thropists, proclaimed: "Our colleges are chiefly and mainly institutions designed.:j~ 
for the poor and those in moderate circumstances, and not for the ric~ .. -·- -··:-}~ 
We have no institutions in the land more truly republican than our colleges_~·_:-_:¥~ 
"--'~ 
(Lucas, p. 121). :")'j;j 
Up to this point, the civic purpose ofhigher education was largely limited to 'JII <--h! 
shaping the minds and hearts of future civic leaders. However, the industrial reV;_;~~~ 
elution brought with it a new imperative-vocational training and the expan-:-:~ 
sian and proliferation of practical knowledge on industry and farrning. The'JM 
Morrill Acts (1862 and 1890) gave large tracts offederalland to the states to ere,-~ 
ate public universities. These acts came after the Agricultural College of the Statf:' M 
of Michigan (now Michigan State University), founded in 1855, served as a sue:.. ''"'~ 
cessful prototype. The acts emphasized the teaching of trades as well as the appli" ;~ 
cation of scholarship to the practical needs of the community. In attemp~ to:~ 
resolve the problems of the farmer down the street, the land-grant universities.'tl$ 
expanded knowledge about agriculture to the benefit of all. They exemplifiedan'~ 
ideal of the institution of higher learning as a solver oflocal problems and a ser"-;:¥ 
vant of the people. _ ~ 
:ij; 
The Research Paradigm )! 
In the latter half of the nineteenth century the German university model,.~J 
with its focus on research and specialization, began to establish dominance. This,\:,~~ 
change profoundly influenced American higher education. The search for new ij 
knowledge through research presented a powerful purpose that began to eclipsej 
others. With specialization came the creation of academic departments and the·';~! 
rise of disciplines whose narrow focus created fissures in the university cornmu-_:::~l 
nity. The new university model and its ethos of pure, or "value-free," research~-(~' 
heavily influenced academic norms and helped to de-emphasize higher educa-:;-_;_:-; 
tion's role in shaping students' values.The civic purposes that had been central tO _J 
many institutions were now competing with an increasingly crowded field on:~' 
other institutional imperatives and goals. 
The twentieth century witnessed the creation of a mass system of higher:·:;· 
education, and with it new imperatives regarding institutional purpose. The first:) 
three-quarters of the century brought unprecedented growth in both numhersh; 
and types.of students.The proportion of graduating American students attending-·'/ 
college tripled from about 4 percent in 1900 to 15 percent in 1940.The governc'_" 
ment invested heavily in higher education through the Servicemen's-:<:: 
Readjustment Act of1944 (more commonly known as the GI Bill), which pro".'· 
vided financial assistance to 2.25 million World War II veterans, swelling the) 
enrollments of colleges and universities across the country. In 1954 the landmark--'i 
legal decision Brown v. Board of Education fractured the wall of segregation and 
made it possible for men and women of color to atrend previously all-white col-_-:·:: 
leges. The percentage of American students attending college tripled 
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J.' between 1940 and 1970 to reach 45 percent. The range of institutional types 
, ;-increased dramatically as well, most notably in the rise of communit-y colleges 
~ (Gei~:~:;~e these dramatic shifts were broadening the mission ofhigher edu-
a~- Cation to encompass vocational training, economic development, and other new 
&· imperatives, the research paradigm still largely reigned supreme. During the post-
- war period, the engines of scientific research were stoked by federal funds during 
~} the technological race against the Soviet Union. While such efforts were no 
:·~.·.·.·._:  ·.·.··.~-~ dRoubt Vlh·ewed
1 
asal"servbin
1
g" the n~tiodn, they were _tied tfio nati?alnalistic ambitions. 
;- esearc on oc pro ems rece1ve no conconntant nanCI support. 
~··· 
&!·; The Business Paradigm 
~~ji · In the last quarter of the twentieth century, highet education experienced 
$~--;·.another major shift. The late 1970s were a difficult ti~e for American colleges 
~¥~--,·_;md universities. A stagnant economy and ramp2nt inflation drained state coffers 
~: and decreased state funding for public education, which by that point covered 80 
~;~.' percent of all college students. Tremendous fears of a demographic slump caused 
f!f some experts to predict that within one to two decades, nearly a third of all col-
~f: -_leges and universities would merge or close . 
. ~J:: In response to these pressures, institutions began to pursue a business modeL 
~}-Increasingly, students were viewed as ''customers" whose interests needed to be 
iW~·:aCcommodated. Surveys at the time made clear that what these "customers" 
!0:: wanted most was jobs. During the 1980s and 1990s, when Wall Street traders 
IK- became national heroes, there was a dramatic sl--..ift toward careerism. Professional 
~L education elbowed past the liberal arts and quickly dominated the curriculum, 
{~\~_-leading some to wonder whether higher education was more of a private than a 
~,'public good.' 
~::' 
Ill'! Development of Campus-based Civic Engagement 
~~·;;-
t;):_ The shifts that were occurring in the academic enterprise were so profound that 
IS:·;m.any within higher education began to call for reform. They contended that 
l_i{,h __ ,i.·ghereducation could best serve students-and the public good-:-by providing 
~;:~,educatwnal expenences that combmed real-world and acadennc knowledge 
';;;;:_:through civic engagement. 
~Xt~ Since the 1980s, the move toward civic education and community engage-
~J};.:ment among higher education has grown tremendously. This change has come 
~i __ ',Oilly with great effort. The barriers to any kind of institutional change, particu-
iWf;i)arly change that requires a coordinated effort among parties with divergent 
~~:?lD.terests, are high. The following sections examine the challenges to civic 
1
~~:;,•.',·-·,,en .. ga~ement and the ways that higher education institutions and associations are 
::-.working to overcome those challenges. 
r: 255 
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Systemic Challenges 
ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS. The very structure of American postsecondary .,_;, '')' 
institutions works against broad-based change efforts. Each college or university.:';'; 
is divided into schools, which are further divided into divisions and again into_·::] 
<J;partments. Coordination of this complex structure is complicated by the fact '' 
that colleges and universities are institutions with diffuse power. Although the · \-\ 
regents or boards of trustees hold ultimate authority, they cannot implement /\' 
broad-based change unilaterally. They depend both on the insight of administra- ''i 
tors who are closer to the institution's inner workings and on the curricular--~~~ 
expertise and cooperation of the faculty. On the other hand, the faculty cannw'JI 
advance an institutional initiative without the financial support of the adminiS; -_:_i~ 
tration and the board. In essence, each constituency has sufficient power to block ;~f.; 
any new initiative. As Clark Kerr, former chancellor of the University of 
California system, once observed, universities often end up maintaining the sta::- j 
<~; 
tus quo because it is the only option that cannot be vetoed.2 --~* 
Curricular change is particularly difficult because it requires the cooperation; :·:3 
of many academic departments. Such cooperation requires faculty members to :;;j 
-;~ 
look beyond the confines of their departments, where most of their work is cen_.,. -h 
tered, in order to serve a larger institutional purpose. In addition to this hurdle,: )~ 
'/ 
comprehensive change necessarily creates winners and losers. For example, the ~ 
English department may be reluctant to allow a course on business writing tq- ~f 
fulfill a distribution requirement for fear that such a change will drain freslurten i;i 
froni introductory English classes and result in a decline in humanities majors. Iri.-;~~; 
addition, there are ideological differences about what collection of courses con-,); 
stitutes a meaningful core set of knowledge for smdents. 
FACULTY NORMS AND THE ROLE OF DISCIPLINES. A second factor that inhibi~··::\: 
civic engagement is the set of beliefs, values, and customs that guide the work o(_;~ 
the professoriate. In the late 1950s Alvin Gouldner observed that many profes- 'i: 
sors feel a greater affinity for members of their disciplinary community at othei '\~
2 
institutions than for the faculty members down the hall. Certainly more are 
inclined to participate in disciplinary activities than they are to serve, say, on the 
parking subcommittee of the faculty senate. In short, the discipline tends to draw 
faculty members away from institutional matters, particularly at research wriver,..: -~ 
sities. 3 Further, academic disciplines have tended to denigrate academic work':f_i~ 
aimed at addressing local problems. The system of peer review, though a useful i 
means of evaluating research, tends to reward scholarship in its familiar forms/_ 5 
Ernest Boyer's idea of a "scholarship of application," in which disciplinar{'·, 
knowledge is put to use in addressing community concerns (outlined in the' ->~ 
highly influential book Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the Professoriate, 1990), •' 
is only just beginning to gain legitimacy at some institutions. 
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Another factor that impedes faculty engagement is lack of time. Faculty 
members are pulled in a multitude of directions. They teach, research, advise, 
write letters of recommendation, mentor young scholars, participate in peer 
review for academic journals, and much more. They have precious little time to 
'pursue any activity whose purpose may be construed as tangential to their core 
·.duties. The dramatic increase in the number of part-time teaching positions has 
exacerbated this problem.· 
.''In 1999, 43 percent of faculty members worked part-time, up from 34 percent 
in 1980 and 22 percent in 1970. Adjuncts whose terms of employment are 
uncertain and who must cobble together positions at several institutions to earn 
a decent living are understandably less likely to invest time and energy support-
ing broad-based change at any one institution. 
4 
. EXTERNAL FACTORS. The instability of financial resources experienced since 
. 2000 has given external constituents (state legislators, boards of higher educa-
tion, donors) unpreced(fnted influence over the agendas of colleges and universi-
. ties. Legislators increasingly are pushing the "useful" aspects of education (e.g., 
~ job training) and greater efficiency. A preeminent American scholar of higher 
education, Richard Chait, points to this shift in the governance of American 
institutions of higher learning as a serious threat. 
The "enemy," if one chooses to apply that term to the marketplace and 
to external constituencies, is much stronger than any of these three groups 
alone, and perhaps stronger than all three together. If the board, the 
administration and the faculty do not coalesce, and maybe even if they 
do, the "market revolution" will supplant the "academic revolution."
5 
CONTESTED PURPOSES. Finally, many scholars question the validity of promot7 
-'> -_ing civic engagement. They argue that the primary purpose of higher education 
<.is to encourage the development of analytical skills, facility in written and oral 
contrnunication, and knowledge of a particular field of inquiry. What students 
/'' choose to do with this knowledge (or whether they do anything at all) is beyond 
< the scope of higher learning. The idea of value neutrality remains a potent 
, inhibiting force. . 
. The Civic Education Counterrevolution 
''"-', 
fj:._;". Despite the forces standing in opposition to the civic mission of higher edu-
?~ ftf,·:;;cation, the last two decades of the twentieth century witnessed a resurgence of 
f!£J:efforts to foster community action and civic engagement. It is striking that such 
~S -activities were achieved with a minimum of government involvement. Instead, 
~~;~they arose from a confluence of grassroots factors. r/ Some proponents of community and civic engagement have felt that 
-!i:'-, scholarship has been overly attentive to the theoretical interests of disciplinary 
~!-
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•;(. 
co~munities. Some have grown anxious over the commercialization of higher·_·;_{;! 
education and fear that the pursuit of financial stability has compromised the', :' 
nonprofit mission. (This became particularly evident with the increasing cor-:-
porate sponsorship of research.) Cormnunity-based learning has also proved to ?: 
be a useful means of accommodating the emerging emphasis on preprofes- _, -·· 
sional training and job preparation, while remaining consonant with the ideals ~1~ 
of liberal arts learning. Many campuses located in low-income communities ;,:~ 
have been spurred by enlightened self-interest, hoping to improve their com-_ :E 
munities and in the process become more attractive to prospective students.=::.~~i~ 
Finally, there are deepening concerns about the state of America's civil society;· :;[, 
particularly low levels of democratic participation among young people and '}J 
doubts as to whether the next generation of adults is prepared to take up their c"~ 
democratic responsibilities. Taken together, these factors have refocused atten..: -~ 
tion on civic education. :·-} 
Concerns about an increasingly self-centered society have been building )i 
since the 1970s, as expressed by the social critics Tom Wolfe, who coined the 
term the "Me Decade," and Christopher Lasch, who condemned a growing- :_·::i 
"culture of narcissism." By the 1980s such concerns focused on America's youth::--.;~ 
Surveys of college students showed a rise in the percentage of students who saw -~ 
making money as a primary personal goal and a corresponding decrease in st'u- ~ '] 
dents who wanted to develop a meaningful philosophy of life. Fewer students " 
indicated that they were interested in participating in community affairs, pro:.: -~l 
tecting the environment, or working to promote racial understanding.6 · -.~:~{; 
S-uch concerns galvanized college students and college presidents alike. In -:> 
1984 a recent Harvard graduate, Wayne Meisel, walked from Maine to :1 
Washington, D.C., and visited seventy campuses in order to find and motivate: 
other students who were deeply committed to social issues and willing to go -;;j 
o)-
"intO the streets" and give their time to help others. His journey led to the found_::.~''/t 
ing of the Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL), whose primary :! 
function was to mobilize college students in the service of their local commuili..::~ 
ties. COOL also forcefully demonstrated that the negative stereotypes of students· 
as entitled and self-indulgent did not reflect the values of many young people. .·1 
The following year, Frank Newman, former president of the University ol)} 
Rhode Island and then-director of the Education Conunission of the States, .'' 
wrote a report that highlighted the need to reassert civic education in college.7 .-1 '3: 
Newman's missive caught the attention of a group of prominent university pres7 ' -:: 
idents, including those of Stanford, Georgetown, and Brown, who met witli'J 
Newman in 1985.This group agreed that college students were being mischar-
acterized and that if students were given a chance to serve their communities; J~ 
they would hasten to do so. ___ 
Out of this small gathering and several subsequent larger ones was born iJ~ 
presidential organization called Campus Compact. Its mission was to create pub,.; Xi ";~ 
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Flic service opportunities for college students and to develop an expectation of 
tservice aS an integral part of the student experience. The dream of its founders 
;was to gather one hundred like-minded presidents to further this work. (In 2004 
fCampus Compact had more than nine hundred member colleges and universi-
i,'ties supported by a network of national and state offices that provided training 
{and technical assistance to students, faculty, and administrators in support of the 
gCiVic mission of higher education. 
t: .. _ -The focus of these early efforts was to encourage and demonstrate the 
iiJOapacity of young people to act on behalf of those less fortunate than themselves. 
~~;Through such activities as tutoring a child, volunteering in a soup kitchen, or 
/:';cleaning up a park, young people could "give back" to society while gaming 
~;~active learning experiences to prepare them for civic responsibility. 
":'-· Soon, however, college educators who supported the idea of encouraging 
}:,_student volunteerism began tO question whether students were learning the 
~:~:skills and habits" of citizenship. There is value in recognizing societal problems 
~<ind serving others. But students also needed to develop the skills to analyze the 
&;:causes of social ills and to craft policies to address them. From these concerns the 
~!broader concepts of service-learning and civic engagement emerged. 
1~,; _'_ 
~~·:From Service to Service-Learning 
ft:.' During the early 1990s, service-learning became the preeminent vehicle for 
~j;-_romoting civic education at colleges and universities. Service-learning-the 
~;-~~bedding of student service into the curriculum-proved to be an excellent 
~i:~Y of promoting deeper understanding of complex societal problems. Service-
f~learning also met other pedagogical aims by marrying disciplinary theory with 
-~fptactice in the context of active learning. In other words,. the experience of put-
~&~§rig their academic knowledge to work in the community bolstered students' 
§;>>· ' 
~?-::u_iiderstanding of classroom material. 
~~{'!;::-- It also became clear that incorporating service into coursework offered the 
l~p_est hope of sustaining these efforts long term and ensuring that they did not 
~~.f:e<:ome marginalized in the academy. A number of important efforts on the part 
~~Of individual campuses as well as education associations were aimed at accom-
~plishlng that goal. In the late 1980s Campus Compact organized the Invisible 
~~~i;~ollege, a group of faculty committed to service-learning. This group recog-
~~~ed that many faculty members were reluctant to try service-learning because 
fithey could not envision how such work would help promote learning within 
~~~dr _disc~plines .. It therefor~ pr~p~se~ developing a s~ries ?f book~ on service-
ltl\(l~armng m specific acadenuc disCiplmes. By 2004 this senes, pubhshed by the 
l
§~nrerican Association for Higher Education (AAHE) in conjunction with 
\\Oampus Compact, included nearly twenty volumes. In addition, the peer-
--!~yiewed Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning emerged to further the r·-, """-.. '"""' =::·~-· 
--:'fi 
:r~ 
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;;~ 
In 1998 Campus Compact received a major grant from the Pew Charitable;~~ 
Trusts to spread the practice of service-learning across higher education. This:~~ 
grant resulted in the creation of a series of practical publications, such as tho";~ 
Introduction to Service-Learning Toolkit and Fundamentals of Service-Learning Coursr;~ 
Construction. Training sessions across the country involved nearly fourteen hun":;2}, 
dred faculty and administrators, An extensive Web site and a journal compilingcJ 
published articles about civic engagement and service-learning from around the:;,!t{ . --~/,0 
country (the Campus Compact Reader) exposed the practice to tens of thou..,·J~ 
sands of others, Campus Compact also gave grants to seventeen disciplinary assd~,~ 
ciations to encourag·e service-learning through their Web site, special editions~£_;~ 
disciplinary journals, and conference sessions.
9 , .. :.,:;:~ 
The impact that such activities have had in promoting service-learning~~ 
nationwide is reflected in data gathered from Campus Compact member institu;;t~ 
tions. Between 1998 and 2002, the average number of service-learning course~:.{~~ 
on member campuses grew from sixteen to thirty and the proportion of facult-y\~J~ 
undertaking service-learning grew from 13 percent to 22 percent. Other evb~~ 
dence that all of this activity took service-learning from the margins to th~!~ 
mainstream of higher education is found in US. News & World Report's annu;il~~ 
rankings of colleges, which in 2002 began including "active pedagogical prac-'\i 
tice" in its calculation.10 - ~~ .'':t 
Dev-::=~~~:[~h:f:::::::~a~~:::~ encouraging students to grapple wi~~ 
societal problems. At the same time, many also began to question the role of col~:&! 
leges and universities as institutional citizens. 
11 In 1999 Campus Compact ~nd_;_~ 
the American Council on Education (ACE), arguably the most influential hlghe~Jj 
education association in America, organized a meeting of sixty college presidentS)£ 
that resulted in the issuance of the "Presidents' Declaration on the CiVid~ 
Responsibility of Higher Education,'' which stressed the need to educate the'l 
next generation of active citizens and- for campuses to be good citizens in thefr§j 
own communities. The document featured a civic self-assessment guide tha~~~ 
included such questions as: Do our students have an opportunity to practice th.~-i~ 
arts of democracy on campus? Is our faculty actively engaged in addressing cO_tn:8re 
munity problems? Is our staff valued for what they can bring to civic engag~_;)~ 
ment? (More than 535 college and university presidents have since signed tlJ#1~ 
declaration.) 12 1Jf 
In the early twenty-first century there was an outpouring of writing on ciVi_g)~· 
education.13 Many education associations, including the American Association O:f~ 
State Colleges and Universities, the National Association of Independeri(;j 
Colleges and Universities, and the National Organiz:ation of State Universitie-(h{ 
and Land-Grant Colleges, have published works or begun initiatives focusing orr~ 
civic engagement in higher education. ->r 
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,~::;;_,':-, These efforts evolved from a shift in focus from student community service 
f\>.·a comprehensive idea of the "engaged campus"-the concept that colleges 
¥d universities have a responsibility both to educate students for citizenship and 
:~o"-act as good institutional citizens in their own communities. These efforts also 
:~valved from an understanding of active citizenship that moved beyond simple 
:_kts of compassion expressed through volunteer activities to active engagement 
-ih-social,political, and policy issues.Two driving forces for this change were con-
-~ern about democratic participation among young people and new thinking 
~bOut the relationship between civic education, liberal arts, and issues such as 
ldi~ersity. 
{·;;-_,, DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION. In 1998 an influential study by Arthur Levine 
'#d Jeanette Cureton, When Hope and Fear Collide, found that students felt disen-
1f?nchised from the political process: "Undergraduates reserve their strongest 
;_pt_ipcisms for government and the American political system. They don't believe 
~~~ther works" (p. 28). Levine and Cureton noted a "new localism"-a shift 
_:_fbWard small, pragmatic, manageable agendas for change. As one student in their 
'~b.tdy observed, "I can't do anything about the theft of nuclear-grade weapons 
!materials in Azerbaijan, but I can clean up the pond, help tutor a troubled kid, or 
')i9rk at the homeless shelter" (p. 36). Students were not entirely apolitical; in 
;f~tt, Levine and Cureton's analysis showed a substantial jump in student demon-
(ttfaiions between 1976 and 1993, a finding supported by Robert Rhoads's 1998 
~f§#._Freedom'S Web, an investigation of student activism in the 1990s. However, 
t!~~~nts had lost interest in voting and saw no connection between the ballot 
;r9x and the societal problems they were seeking to alleviate. 
~~:~;·:,~ __ During the same time period, a series of highly publicized surveys high-
!J!i;hied this disengagement. In 1998 Public Allies published a poll by Peter Hart 
\jl.esearch Associates revealing the distaste of young people for politics, including 
~~:ei~_reluctance to vote. In 1999 a poll for the National Association of Secretaries 
!'6f"State reaffirmed these findings. Regular polling by the Institute of Politics at 
~:f.:I:arvard University continues to chronicle the preference for service over poli-
.lti,c. In 2002 a study by Scott Keeter et al. found that 40 percent of fifteen- to 
~enty-five-year-olds volunteered, but only 3 percent volunteered for a political 
tJ~~,l!:P· These studies have raised the question of what role higher education 
~~~t play in reconnecting students' societal concerns to active democratic par-
~~~ipation through politics and policy making." 
iff,''' 
~t~-~·-·:·tMC EDUCATION, LffiERAL EDUCATION, AND DfVERSITY. As the broader frame-
~)}:~tk for civic education in higher education gained traction, there was increas-
K~~:examination of the intersection between civic education, liberal education 
rti~ferring to the liberal arts, not a political viewpoint), and diversity initia-
f~Y~S._ The most fully developed of these explorations is the intersection· of 
~ ••' 'ili=' '''""'" Tho :'"'''' oC Amod"" C<ill"" ~' 
il 
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Universities (AAC&U) has been the most influential higher education asso:;:i{j 
ciation espousing the importance of a liberal education. In 2002, consciously<~;i~ 
echoing Campus Compact's "Presidents' Declaration on the Civic/i~ 
Responsibilities of Higher Education," the group issued a call for a Presidents',<,:~~ 
Campaign for the Advancement of Liberal Learning. This initiative stresses the>_:f,~ 
intersection between higher education and the needs of the democracy an4 __ u:~ 
posits that a liberal education is the best way to achieve education for global_-)t~ 
democracy, including developing "intellectual and ethical judgment; expand";~~ 
ing cultural, societal and scienti£c horizons; cultivating democratic and glob_aJ;;::{~ 
knowledge and engagement; and preparing for work in a dynamic and rap,;'(~ 
idly evolving economy."15 }~ 
In 2003 Campus Compact and the AAC&U joined together to establish th;:'l'!J 
Center for Liberal Education and Civic Engagement. The center's guiding pri?;;;-::;0j 
ciple is that "education for democratic engagement in the face of differenceS:-_:_~~ 
both embodies the best of a liberal education and sharpens its purposes."The irii..:. ·";l 
tial purpOse of the center is to encourage on-campus dialogue about liberal edu~ -~it· 
catio:t a;:e c~;~~~:!:::n~enty-first century the relationship between civic ._!_·_%_~_l,: 
engagement and efforts to grapple with inequality and diversity was just begin- ;~ 
ning to be explored. During the debates over the legal future of affirmative 
action, which was decided in 2003 by the Supreme Court, campuses began!~ 
to think about alternative strategies for attracting and retaining a diverse pop:~-;2~ 
ulation. Many minority faculty members have expressed a desire to do more;_;~~ 
'engaged scholarship. Legitimizing this form of scholarship is therefore impor,·.~ 
tant to retaining faculty of color in the academy. In addition, students have' ·-;~1 
articulated a connection between their community work and their deepe(ffil 
understanding of diversity. A number of the studies cited earlier indicate that\)~ 
students place high value on understanding diverse peoples. The service woi-~;;f,] 
that students carry out in diverse communities is an important experience foi\{~ 
building that understanding. '--;;., ;:~ 
Civic Engagement on Campus 
.)-:'! 
Despite the internal and external hurdles to incorporating civic engagemeti_;~i* 
into institutional priorities, many colleges and universities have made a signifE~j 
icant commitment to doing so. The following sections examine campus praC:.:;;~ 
tices designed to educate the next generation of active citizens and offer:._a:-:~~~ 
few of the many examples of campuses that act as engaged citizens in the~,;~ 
own communities. >31 
To describe the progress that has been made thus far, we turn to a set of ~f;:§ 
teen indicators of campus engagement first outlined by Elizabeth HollanderE~ 
John Saltmarsh, and Edward Zlotkowski in 2002."Each indicator addresses.a,~ 
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Lparticular constituent whose participation is required to achieve full institutional 
::-commitment to the civic mission: administrators, faculty, staff (in particular com-
:>nunity service or service-learning directors), students, and community partners. 
~The indicators also address structures needed on the campus to achieve full 
::engagement: 
mission and purpose 
administrative and academic leadership 
external resource allocation 
discipliries, departments, and interdisciplinary work 
faculty roles and rewards 
internal resource allocation 
community voice 
enabling mechanisms 
faculty development 
integrated and complementary corrununity service activities 
pedagogy and epistemology 
forums for fostering public dialogue 
student voice 
No campus has every indicator of engagement, and smne campuses are 
::~Stronger in certain realms than others. However, each indicator represents an 
:~;-:~portant element in achieving comprehensive and long-term change. 
How can an institution traverse the distance between an ideal and realization 
ideal? One description of this process is provided by Paul S. Goodman 
Dean (1982), who delineate five stages in the spread of a particular 
c I>ehavi.or throughout an institution:17 
1. Knowledge of the behavior: People within the organization become 
aware of a new activity or behavior. 
2. Performance of the behavior: Certain individuals (though often a tiny 
minority initially) begin to perform the activity. Over time, the behavior 
becomes more pervasive. 
3. Preference for the behavior: Individuals express a preference for the new 
activity. Institutional recognition and rewards for the activity may follow. 
4. Normative consensus:As more people become aware of the new activity, 
a consensus emerges that it is appropriate. 
5. Values: The institution states its commitment to the activity, which comes 
to represent an expression of the core purpose of the institution. 
framework is a useful yardstick for measuring progress toward institutional-
civic engagement efforts. 
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fnowledge of the Behavior .· •'~ 
) DEFINING CIVIC EDUCATION. Typically, civic engagement begins with a persdi:Lf~ 
{Pr small group of persons) and an idea. In the 1980s faculty who pioneered;)~1 
~mmunity-based work were often iconoclasts and mavericks who received lit:-~,f~ 
tle support and less encouragement. More recently, a number of civic engage~,'1i 
ment efforts have been advanced by senior administrators or multipk:(i~ 
constituent groups. In each case people within the institution must define civic;_!~ 
education in ways that best fit their institutional circumstances. -::~ 
At the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis this was accomplished by a::~~ 
civic engagement task force that was supported by the president, charged by theijJ!l 
provost, and convened by a number of prestigious faculty members. The task~~~ 
force spent a year organizing conversations on the campus in every dorm, ii{f.,~ 
roundtables with community leaders, state legislators, and foundation directors;~~ 
and even in a local drugstore known for political discussion groups. These con.;;&~ --c% 
versations led to a broad understanding of the public role of the university. -:;fM 
Rockford College in Illinois entered into a discussion of civic engagement:~~ 
by revisiting its historic legacy. This small, private college was the alma mater o(J~ 
Jane Addams, the social innovator who founded the settlement-house movement"}~ 
in Chicago in the early twentieth century. Rockford's president is promoting,a;.:~ 
college-wide conversation about the values held by Addams and how these val~'~~ 
ues can be reflected in the college's mission, vision, and student life. _,_,~ 
FACULTY sociALIZATION. To lay the groundwork for the future involvement":o'i::l 
other faculty members, it is imperative that faculty members establish for thenl~--~~~ 
selves the legitimacy of any new pedagogy or scholarly activity. Since few facultic'fl 
encounter purposeful civic education in graduate school, they must learn whatif{:;l-j 
is in its particulars and assess its efficacy as a tool for teaching and learning. To th~t·;\~~ 
end, professional-development opportunities have been a useful step towar&-.ff <i 
introducing specifics to a campus. -.::& 
-\~~ -, >~ 
Performance of the Behavior '~ 
ENJ\.BLING MECHANISMS. Translating knowledge into behavior requires bo_t~.J~ 
adminUtrative and academic leadership as well as an investment of resources i~Jj 
new structures necessary to sustain the contact between faculty and students atid:'i~ :.:;.-"-/ 
the larger community. Not every faculty member needs to adopt engaged peda~,,~ 
gogies for these pedagogies to be institutionalized on campus. Instead, the aim#·~ 
to legitimize this form of teaching and give it equal status on campus. , ·;~ 
Both Eastern Micltigan University and Montclair State University in Nev/~ 
Jersey offer a series of workshops to faculty members interested in experiment~:J§ 
ing with civic engagement. These workshops provide examples of civic engage::::.tt 
ment from other campuses and introduce faculty to available institutional ani#{f 
".~ 
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i( 
gc_6mmunity resources. These schools and others also provide minigrants to f
ac-
~:tfl_tY- to develop new courses and incorporate democratic education into th
eir 
S~'iV?rk as teachers and as scholars. Some campuses (e.g., Brown University; the 
tJJ'niversity ofWisconsin-Madison) even make grants available to students wi
sh-
!:~g:to do community-based research projects as part of their coursework. 
,,,.-_ -<·Perhaps the most visible means by which institutions are encouraging 
the 
?~PFactice of civic education is the growth in the number of community serv
ice 
·~;~d service-learning offices on campus. Hundreds of colleges and universities 
lfh(!W have such offices.Their resources, especially their knowledgeable staff, make 
{::j~:·e_asier for interested faculty members to become involved. Such offices identify 
S'~'Wide range of community projects and can match them to the goals of partic-
;:;U1ar courses. They often provide training to students to prepare them for co
m-
~;'ni)lnity work. At Brevard Community· College in Florida, the Center for 
Iti~~-~-r-vice-Learning offers a full range of services, including faculty development 
~%\)v.ryrkshops and minigrants. It is a model that is becoming increasingly popula
r. 
\".· ... At James Madison University in Virginia, the Center for Leadership, Serv
ice, 
m&a~d Transitions introduces students to individual community involvement in 
W\hdr first year; the goal is to equip students hy their fourth year to analyze or 
~"i{:-even influence policies that affect the community. Students themselves atte
st to 
\:<---
lf,tlie success of this approach. One such student, Kymber Lovett, worked in
 the 
k~-.::"C~ffimunity as part of a freshman social work course; as she noted in a 2002 
~.,;peech at the launch ofVirginia Campus Compact, "I had never thought to ask 
§;~V{hy so many children that I worked with ... were not reading at their grade 
lev-
~;.:els or why they did not have health care service. But once I started asking, I real-
WHZed that there were opportunities that I had as a member of the communit
y to 
~i~\'VOrk to make changes." By her senior year, she was takiD:g a health policy course 
~{kd lobbying for health legislation for children. 
~~{;:" 
~~if-: RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND LEADERSHfP. Enabling mechanisms such as service-
t:,-c,.;-
~~i~1earning offices can succeed only if the administrative and academic leadersh
ip of 
ll~fpe- institution support them. Obviously this means adequate funding. 
~~I~creasingly, campuses are seeking to endow this function by finding dono
rs to 
~~,~~pport the college's civic mission. However, it is also important for the 
chief 
~~~ademic officer to discuss the civic mission with deans and department chairs 
~1f~d to invite them to foster department-specific initiatives or interdepartm
ental 
'¥Projects. 
r~''( At American University in Washington, D.C., the president challenged each 
~~~~artment to put on an event as part of a yearlong celebration of the civic pur-
I;}Pose of the university, and he provided funding to assist them. At California 
State 
ll\1niversity at Northridge and at Miami Dade College, the provost and presi
dent 
~~sp,~nsored Engaged Department Institutes in which thirty-five departments par-
lt}~cipated in a three-day discussion of the theory and practice of civic education. 
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Such action by top administrators is an effective means of overcoming the 
ceptiori that civic engagement does not warrant institutional attention. 
INT~RATING ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES. As discussed earlier, departments 
an orgatllzational tendency to operate in relative isolation. This 
bringing together the academic and cocurricular staff, as well as pn>vi,Jirig 
"bridgi~" mechanisms between the campus and the community. Such 
nisms vary considerably depending upon the size and complexity of the 
tion. Coordination is particularly challenging at large 
universities, where each school (e.g., law, medicine, etc.) may have its own 
reach activities. One way this is handled is to start with an inventory of all 
activities on campus and post it on a Web site where additions can 
made. Harvard University, among others, has such an inventory. To sustain coorcC,1j 
dination and collaboration, some campuses assign responsibility to an ac:>de,mic; 
leader; others create centers for engagement. 
Some campuses have adopted a strategy of focusing on particular ne.igrtbc'r';;! 
hoods to maximize their impact.Trinity College in Connecticut created a learn-{;~ 
ing corridor adjacent to its campus that included a Boys and Girls Club as 
elementary and high schools. Students from the campus regularly volunteer -
this corridor as part of a comprehensive effort to improve the quality ofH,trtforil:1lj 
public schools. These activities have led to a major effort to integrate comrnUJoit)i{'g! 
learning courses, student volunteer activities, and community outreach thrOUJ~-·~l 
regular reetings and a new Web site. 
! 
Preferetice for the Behavior 
Faculty who use engaged pedagogies point to numerous 
Community-based work enriches students' understanding of the theories 
which they are being introduced and enlivens class discussions. The i"11h,oren(f;;j 
messiness of resolving problems in a community setting disabuses students 
notion that "textbook" answers exist. Many faculty also point to the intrinsic'i\l 
rewards of applying their expertise to help others. Further, given the brief 
life of disciplinary content, community-based learning is seen as a way to 
certain habits of mind and a sense of agency that students can carry with the,m,_';;,l1! 
However, no activity can last long if it is outside of the existing formaf;~J 
reward st~ucture of the institution. In order to draw a larger cadre of 
to the practice, it is essential to adjust both the internal and the external 
systems. Currently, faculty in the most elite American research universities 
rewarded primarily for their research, second for the quality of their tea.ch'ftql 
ing, and last for their "service," which in most institutions means merrLberslrippiJ1 
on faculty committees rather than service to the larger community. Of Cotlrs<,>(~ 
many institutions place a higher priority on teaching than on research. 
small liberal arts colleges, community colleges, urban comprehensive UUiiVerccp& 
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,r~ities), but even at these institutions the standard of the research university is 
lirtfluential. 
£;:_!_-,-. Creating alternative reward systems that rig~rously assess and honor com-
i!!'utiity-based scholarship and teaching is one of the most difficult aspects of 
~-~chieving an engaged campus. A few leading campuses, such as Indiana 
1\Bniversity and Michigan State, have added community engagement as one basis 
~~n which a faculty member might seek tenure, along with research and teaching. 
:~-S_6me campuses use a portfolio approach for tenure review. The contents of the 
!portfolio (e.g., unpublished research conducted on behalf of a particular com-
f;~unity-based organization) are reviewed and critiqued by academic peers across 
;"the country. On campuses where the practice has taken hold, such as Montclair 
fState,job descriptions for faculty positions include requirements for experience 
~Jri service-learning and are a part of the review process for faculty hiring. 
i;\:: __ -Because the faculty is generally self-governing, it is essential that the disci-
fplines and academic leadership of departments support engaged teaching prac-
~}fices and help create rigorous review systems. In the meantime, as the slow 
fP_FOcess of winning over departments and disciplines takes place, administrators 
t~ave sought to support these practices through alternative reward systems such as 
::fltistitutional teaching and engagement awards, course design grants, and admin-
~~IStrative support. 
};Normative Consensus 
~(-
,·;_;·. PUBLIC DIALOGUE. Maintaining institutional conunitment to civic engage-
1J~lent requires on-campus dialogue and debate. At the University of Minnesota, 
!i90nversations with state legislators and others brought into focus the extent to 
li\vhich the public purpose of the institution was• under challenge. The American 
~(Council on Education, as part of its civic initiative in 1999, helped a dozen cam-
~}~;Uses host "Listening to Communities" sessions, designed to help campuses 
;xiitiderstand how they could work with community organizations. 
~\{; The college campus has traditionally been a space for debating public issues 
~~~th rigor, not rancor. Public forums that involve a wide range of constituencies 
~g:m be an important vehicle for both applying academic knowledge to commu-
~Jijty problems and modeling democratic debate for students. The University of 
~(Dalifornia, San Diego, sponsors the San Diego Dialogue, which addresses the 
~economic future of the San Diego/Tijuana metropolitan area. The dialogue 
~inVolves community leaders of all kinds and is informed by academic research on 
~~~ch topics as the role of historic associations in building social capital, and 
~~(IJ::S./Mexico border crossings. The campuses of North Shore Community 
~~(!;allege in Massachusetts and Gulf Coast Community College in Florida are 
~Ig}own as important places for everyone in the community to learn about and 
~debate public policies. To achieve this aim, the campuses regularly invite public 
~l~aders to open events. 
~w:­
~f::_;, 
IL, 
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STUDENT VOICE. Schools that want to encourage civic engagement 
cteate meaningful mechanisms for students to participate in democratic 
making on their own campuses. This can range from student participation 
ulty hiring to serving on the board of trustees. Many public universities 
a nonvoting member on the board. In Oklahoma, the board of regents for 
public university system has very active student participants. Under their 
ship, Campus Compact set up a state office in Oklahoma to help create 
volunteer options on campus. Some campuses, such as Antioch College in 
have a long tradition of stUdent involvement in all aspects of campus 
Students serve as full voting members on every tenur> and hiring cOJJIDUttee,·; 
well as on budget and administrative committees. Every week the entire 
community is invited to a meeting at which issues can be raised and 
and action taken. At Hampshire College in Massachusetts, the president has 
open breakfast every Monday at which students may discuss special coJnCt'fTIS 
These are rare practices, however, and many campuses find that there is little 
dent interest even in the more traditional student governments. 
Much more common are issue-oriented student groups. At 
University, students counted more than four hundred such groups in an 
graduate student population of fourteen thousand. Student groups uno:lertal<J 
direct service, advocacy, and politics. Generally they are not in regular toJoCJ1 Vlntr 
one another, even though they may be addressing similar issues. A few carnp1ose! 
ari consciously bringing these student groups together to learn from 
another and deepen their engagement practices. At the University 
Peimsylvania's Civic House, the center that supports student volunteerism, 
dents are encouraged to root their a4vocacy work in local service and to 
stand advocacy issues in their service work. 
In a broader effort to coordinate student activity, Campus Compact 
launched a national initiative entitled Raise Your Voice: Student Action 
Change. The purpose of this initiative is to encourage more students to 
involved in all kinds of civic activities, and to help them see the connoectiqti 
between service work and public policy. This campaign has led to refonns 
dozens of campuses. For example, Stanford students have initiated a 
between student service and political groups on campus to achieve 
impact. Students have also advocated for their own civic engagement with 
legislatois' and governors' offices. These initiatives to nurture the policy 
political engagement of students beyond community service can be found 
the country, but they are not yet as widespread as either volunteer serv"e .u 
service-learning initiatives. 
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS. Truly engaged campuses have also found 
honor the input and knowledge of the communities with which they are 
nering and are deploying their resources strategically for maximum comrnunit) 
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:\tump:>ct. Many campuses have created connnunity advisory boar
ds. Some, like 
University, the University of Pennsylvania, and Spelman College
, were 
!t'il1stru>nent:li in forming nonprofit community development agenci
es in which 
participate without dominating. Others have added their resources
 and 
¢xl>ertise to existing municipal redevelopment efforts, such as Bates
 College's 
in the larger community of Lewiston/ Auburn, Maine, through the co
mmu-
tl'J:ril:\•-based alliance LA Excels. Some institutions, including Yale Uni
versity, have 
)12we:U-suppo·rtt:d centers that work to ensure that campus resources a
re effectively 
!f0'<leploy•ed to meet the connnunity's needs.Visible enabling mechan
isms like these 
the community know how to approach the campus for assistance. 
Such 
can also leverage campus resources such as hiring, purchasing, and co
n-
t\',.stnicti,on contracting on behalf oflocal residents. 
At the curricular level, well-developed community partnerships may i
nvolve 
bn.ngmg in cotnpensated community instructors to co-teach. For ex
ample, at 
[W}Providen<:e College in Rhode Island, one history professor co-t
aught a course 
K•!i.oalled Community Service in American Culture with the codirecto
r of Amos 
a multiservice agency focusing on peace and justice. At San Francis
co 
University, a political science professor co-teaches a course called
 San 
!fA:Francisco Political Issues: Housing and Economic Development
 with the city's 
!~'·formr:rdeputy mayor and staff from several local agencies. 
These kinds of deep community connections can have a powerful inf
luence 
both students and faculty, and even the institution itself. Faculty at
 Goucher 
'C,,l!t:ge in Maryland note that a subtle institutional transformation oc
curs when 
meet regularly with community partners and weave their perspect
ive 
the classroom. As one professor put it, "Instead of experiencing a 
'split' 
ibetwt:en the mandates of the curriculum and 'extra-curricular com
mitments' 
render one or the other marginal, students, faculty, and ultimately the
 insti-
itself re-envision academic expertise as a way to leverage our capacit
y to 
change."13 
Finally, a fully realized change in an institution, according to Good.rn
an and 
is reflected in the values that the institution holds and in the instituti
on's 
[_(viillirtgncess to measure its success in accordance with these values. In h
igher edu-
this stage is reflected in serious attention to the institution's mission and 
assessment procedures designed to make the civic mission "count" in
 mean-
ways such as allocation of funds. 
The mission statement of many (indeed, most) colleges includes a civi
c pur-
On most campuses, however, few staff, students, or faculty can cite the 
insti-
p.Iuunat mission. Campuses that are serious about realizing their civ
ic mission 
,iurtdertake a conscious process to reexamine their mission and have w
idespread 
i<liliCtt>sicms about it on campus. One example is DePaul Unive
rsity, a large 
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·~~~' 
Catholic instttut1on m Chicago that has a strong comnutment to 
1ts namesake's ~ 
nnsston of servmg the poor. (SamtVmcent de Paul was a French
 priest known ~, 
{or h!S work among the poor in the 1600s.) This comnutment 1S ev
1dent m many ' 
ways. It i& discussed in new staff and faculty orientations and posted pro
minently -+~~ 
on the university's Web site. Most significandy, the mission is built
 into the uni- ~::!:ir 
versity's strategic plans. These plans are widely discussed with the 
campus com...: --.{\1 
munity and reported upon after implementation. 
/gJM 
Ano;her example is Portland State University, which has its miss
ion-"Let ;t~~ 
Knowlecfge Serve the City"-carved into a bridge crossing a ma
jor down~ ~~~~ 
town thoroughfare. Beyond this symbolic gesture, Portland Stat
e has evalua", ···'>! 
tion systems for both faculty and students to help measure the e
xtent of civic _;:~ 
engagement on campus. Such measurements are important becau
se one of the Jl 
ways to determine whether the mission statement is actually a 
driving force ;~~ 
~~ese::n:s:~ther a college assesses its own success on the basis of its·.;, 
Increasingly, engaged campuses are realizing this aim by identifYin
g student ;•~ 
outcomes that they hope to achieve. Hocking College, a two-y
ear school in if~ 
Ohio, requires eight "Success Skills" of all students who complete
 an associate's :i~t; 
degree. The college measures these skills with pre- and post-testing
, course eval.:: ~/~ 
uations, and other means. One of these skills is" community, cultu
ral, and global :;Sj~ 
-.-01 
awareness," including knowledge of social and political processes, c
ivic rights and·:---;;~ 
responsibilities, community needs, and othe:i: indicators. 
_:~;~ 
. As the engaged-campus movement has gained momentum, so ha
s the pi:ac--:_:·~~ 
tice of assessing campus engagement. 
19 The effort to measure civic outcomes for·:~:~~ 
students and the campuses is taking place in a context in which Am
erican higher ,_it~ 
education is being urged to focus more attention on student ou
tcomes rather :;~J 
than simply measuring inputs such as credit hours. Campuses ar
e increasingly ... -~.·.L.! 
using a national survey of student engagement to assess how well 
the campus is; -~ 
~""' ~-~·"' """"'' ,.,:·~'~'~ ~ 
American campuses offer a wealth of activities whose purpose is ex
plicitly linked-'·: ;W 
to building a democratic society. And despite prodigious resista
nce, evidence :_jj 
suggests that these activities are beginning to move from the margi
ns toward the·::~ 
mainstream. In 1998, when Campus Compact first began usin
g its Service·..: .~.:zy; 
Learning Pyramid-a tool to measure the extent to which indiv
idual colleges:';:;ff 
and universities have institutionalized civic engagement-these a
ctivities were·{~ 
marginal on most campuses. More than two-thirds (68 percen
t) of the 578.:~ 
Campus Compact member schools surveyed reported that they we
re at the boF ' 
~ 
tom of the pyrantid, with less than 10 percent of their faculty u
sing service" '' 
learning. By 2002, the strata of the pyrantid had begun to shift. On
ly 52 percent .! 
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of member schools (then 868, approximately one-quarter of a
ll colleges and uni-
;-~versities nationwide) remained at the bottom level of the py
ramid, while those at 
'the most advanced level (25 percent or more of faculty usi
ng service-learning) 
{- iricreased from 4 percent to 12 percent. The average numbe
r of service-learning 
·,;.courses per campus continues to climb, r.~aching thirty-seve
n in 2003. 
Faculty engagement in service-learning is, of course, only 
one measure of 
ciyic engagement (although it may be the most difficult to ac
hieve).The number 
of signatories of the "Presidents' Declaration" suggests that ci
vic responsibility is 
embraced by senior administration as well. Further, these activities are
 not 
'{c>CC1lrr:ing only at small colleges or religiously affiliated 
institutions. There is 
\ increasin:g activity from many of the most influential res
earch-oriented cam-
,,,----·· In 1998 30 percent of research-intensive institu
tions (based on the 
: (}arne:gie classification system) were Campus Compact m
embers; by 2002, this 
ormnobl,had risen to 61 percent." 
Despite a waxing of interest in civic education, campuses hav
e a long way to 
before such activities become mainstream for most faculty 
members. Civic 
V <:ngagem<:ntremains a contested ideal. In 2003 Stauley Fish, dean of the College 
~"J"'-'m~ and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Chi
cago, called into 
~Cqwesti:on the development of civic capacity in principle 
and in practice: "My 
::m,Lm objection to moral and civic educ_ation in our colleges and univ
ersities is 
that it is a bad idea (which it surely is), but that it's an unwork
able idea:'" 
Fish's first assertion reflects the continued dominance of di
sciplinary aims 
all other concerns, including societal ones. To the world beyon
d the ivied 
however, academics who want students to breathe only the 
rarified air of 
~;, di:;ci]Jlillary theory sound a bit like the two sociologists w
ho came upon a man 
had been set upon by thieves, beaten, and left unconscious at
 the side of the 
Turning to one another they exclaimed: "The man who did
 this needs our 
;,c,,ma~,l point of this old joke is not that efforts to unde
rstand the root causes 
:::oCoo •• ;ol ills are not valuable, but that we need to consider 
ways to address the 
[il:\coJnrrlunity needs that are immediately before us. 
The perceived distance between the work of the academy a
nd the exigen-
of daily life has, since the 1980s, spawned a veritable cotta
ge industry of 
''hieb1er education critics. Misperceptions about the work o
f the acadeiny have 
/"''""'u the traditional appeals for public support of highe
r education-which 
!lfi;fo,oused on its contribution to the public good-to los
e their resonance. The 
of this misunderstanding are visible in the unprecedented cu
ts now being 
in public higher education. A number of states have even atte
mpted to pri-
the flagship public research universities, allowing them t
o raise their 
tui,tioJaS to reflect the value of their education if they will forg
o or accept 
redluc<:d public support. 
Part of the problem is that members of the academy have don
e a poor job of 
dnJ'onllirtg external constituents (e.g., legislators, leaders in t
he corporate world, 
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;_;~_,.· 
taxpayers, the public at large) of the civic role they play, the knowledge they can•t'i 
bring to pressing issues of the day, and the impact of civic education on their stu~-_--:~f 
dents. Too much effort is put into trying to secure public funds without malting I:W 
a clear case about the public benefits ofhigher education beyond obtaining a job: -~ 
S~tainin~ th~ ~tu~e of the civic enga¥ement movement in higher education /-
Will requ1re giVIng It a much more public face. ?~ 
. Fish's second as~ertion, :hat civic education is "unworkable," points up the·;_·_~.·.~.· 
difficulfY of measurmg the Impact of engagement efforts. The. nascent research 'tli§l 
on service-learning and civic engagement clearly indicates that institutions can -~_ht 
"·''""' 
influence students' knowledge of politics and the systemic nature of social prob~- · ;j~ 
lems. Studies have shown that students who participate in service activities (even:_)~~~ 
if it is required) grow _to be _more con~erned about so~ial issues, ~~j_oy_learning ...' __ ::_·_'--.-.·_ .. ;_:_:_~-; 
and do at least as wel11n therr nonserv1ce courses as the1r nonpart1c1patmg peers;_ -A~ 
(That is, service work as an extracurricular activity is not a drain on their :i.ca ... -.-yJ 
demic work.}u Researchers are developing tools to measure the civic behaviors;d~ 
of college students. Longitudinal studies are needed to determine the impact on ',;0~ 
behavior after graduation. : -'-:1~ 
What is clear is that students value civic work. Volunteerism by college--~~~ 
students is increasing; one-third of all undergraduates are estimated to hav:e--~~t~ 
participated in volunteer work in 2002-2003. In addition, a 2002 study shows ~~ 
that linking volunteerism to class discussion leads to deeper civic engagement ,:i(~ 
by students: .:_:~~ 
::~~~ ~r~~;:::~~e::;;~Er:il~:t:~!~:~; t:!~£::~~~E ·· ...• _···-············-··."····cr·-~.t_·.:_~_"·~,.-_,_._· .. ,.
to talk about their experiences (64% vs. 30%, respectively).They are also -~ 
much more likely than those without such discussions to work on a :4 
community problem (47% vs. 32%), to participate in a run, walk, or bike {£~ 
ride for charity (27% vs. 15%), or to influence someone's vote (50% vs. .,, 
;!~ ~~;s:0:~i!:~ti::m;in valid even when a lot of other factors are ~ 
Of course the decades of cynicism (including faculty cynicism), government§~ 
bashing, and "dirty" politics have taken a large toll. Students are not, in the main, '•w 
naturally sympathetic to the benefits of political participation. However, helping ·.·····.·.·.·_:.•,.~.~-~-·-··:··· 
them understand that their action in the community is an expression of their ';; 
poli~~b:~ ::~:da :::c%~;, ~~:~~!U:~ ~~:a~~:~~;:;~hlcago during ~~ 
the 1930s, once observed: "The death of democracy is not likely to be an assassic ,~~ 
nation from ambush. It will be a slow extinction from apathy, indifference and :.·~ 
undernourishment." Higher education has a responsibility to help nourish civi-_' 'J/.l 
cally engaged students. The work will be contested, the outcome may be unce:r;~ -:-Zj 
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but the imperative is clear. John Dewey, the great educator of the early 
lirweiltit,th century, sums it up best: "Democracy has to be born anew every gen-
)\!eration, and education is its midwife:' 
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